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HOW TO COMMUNICATE …  

TO ATTRACT THE RIGHT MATE! 

 

By Amy Sherman, LMHC & Rosalind Sedacca, CCT 

 

Your effectiveness as a communicator is the most important element of a successful 

relationship.  Good communication should build trust, improve your physical and 

emotional connection and enhance your intimacy.  However, if communication is poor, it 

can do just the opposite and destroy the foundation that holds a relationship together. 

 

Facts about communication  

1. Communication is 7% what you say (words), 38% how you say it (tone) and 55% 

body language (Source: Albert Mehrabian (1972) Nonverbal Communication. 

Chicago) 

2. Always focus on creating a win-win resolution to challenges.  If you can 

compromise or find a way for you and your partner to get your needs met, you are 

both winners. 

3. Be aware of gender differences in communication. Men can be much more direct 

and assertive about their opinions. Women frequently will end a sentence with a 

rise in their tone of voice, which can be misinterpreted by men as insecurity. 

Women are more prone to use direct eye contact, while men are less likely to look 

the other person directly in the eye. Men are usually more concise and to the point 

in their communication, while women talk more emotionally around a point, 

looking for agreement. By taking natural gender differences into account we are 

more likely to understand the messages being conveyed and less likely to 

misinterpret, judge or put down the other person.  

4. Avoid interrupting when others are speaking and resist giving in when someone 

interrupts you.  Instead, say “Just a minute.  I haven’t finished yet.” 

5. Don’t assume that others can read your mind.  You must ask for what you want, 

or you won’t get it. 

6. Some people believe that assertiveness is standing your ground and not giving in. 

True assertive behavior is hearing both sides of the argument and then coming to 

some kind of compromise. 



7. Body language includes facial expressions, eye behavior, hand gestures, posture 

and stance and conveys emotions, attitudes, mood and contradictions.  It could 

also include the clothes you wear and silent pauses. 

8. Body language can be conscious and unconscious.  When it is unconscious, the 

brain tries to bridge a connection between your inner feelings and your outer 

shell. Be sure to align your nonverbal gestures with your words or people will be 

confused. 

9. Anger causes you to lose control of how the body presents itself and many of the 

signals are involuntary (red face, quivering lips, excessive sweat). 

10. The average woman speaks three times as many words a day as the average man, 

plus she speaks more quickly. 

11. When you are being assertive, you can accept requests that seem feasible and 

refuse requests that are unreasonable.  For example, if your partner wants you to 

eat in a restaurant you hate, it’s okay for you to speak up and suggest another 

place. 

12. Good listening skills require you to respond to what you hear by saying, “It 

sounds like you feel…” and paraphrase what you think the person is feeling.  

This indicates you heard and understood what was said. Be open to the other 

person correcting you to make sure they are being heard properly. This give and 

take dialogue opens the door to trust, clarity and enhanced mutual understanding. 

Isn’t that what you want in all your communication?  

 

Be assertive – not aggressive! 

 

Assertiveness is about behaving in ways that are clear, honest, direct and respectful.  It 

means that one person does not have power over the other and that you are willing to 

seek an appropriate balance.  It focuses on being fair so that you both feel good about the 

decisions you make.  Assertiveness means having clear communication without always 

winning.  When you are assertive, you allow for open discussion.  It does not always lead 

to a mutual resolution, but at least you are both clear about the issues.  You may say 

things like, “I don’t agree with what you said, but I do understand how you can feel that 

way” and be able to continue with the discussion. 

 

The benefits of being assertive include: 

 

 Gaining self-respect 

 Understanding how you and others feel 



 Creating win-win resolutions 

 Establishing better relationships 

 Developing more honest relationships 

 Learning to express your true needs more easily 

 Getting what you want fairly 

 Developing a better awareness of how you communicate 

 Gaining greater awareness of your personal preferences 

 Improving your sense of boundaries 

 Identifying your internal self-talk 

 Being responsible for your behavior 

 

It is important to practice being assertive because it is not the usual kind of training we 

received as children.  Like most communication styles, you can’t learn it just by reading.  

Practice with your friends and family. Ask for and receive feedback to be sure you are 

doing it effectively.  Recognize that it is easier to be assertive in some situations than 

others and that part of being a good communicator is knowing when to use it.  

 

To understand the difference between being assertive, passive and aggressive, look at the 

following examples: 

 

Passive Behavior: You avoid looking at people 

Aggressive Behavior: You glare and stare at others 

Assertive Behavior: You use confident, comfortable eye contact 

 

Passive Behavior: You agree with others in spite of how you feel 

Aggressive Behavior: You hurt others to avoid being hurt 

Assertive Behavior: You look for win-win, mutually beneficial outcomes 

 

Passive Behavior: You keep to yourself in groups 

Aggressive Behavior:  You are demanding and often intimidating in groups 

Assertive Behavior: You mingle and participate in groups 

 

Make it your goal to always express yourself using assertive skills.  This means you 

choose the words you use in order to get your point across.  When you are being 

assertive, you do not compromise your integrity and you send the message that you want 

to be respected.   

 

Remember, be forthright, but always take into account the feelings of the other person. 

Below is an example of one effective technique in assertive communication. 

 



Let’s look at this scenario with one person using some assertive skills: 

 

Mary: “I told you I don’t like it when you do that!” 

Tom: “I can see you’re upset, because you’re raising your voice.” 

Mary: “That’s because you never listen to me.” 

Tom: “I am listening now.  Tell me what’s bothering you and let’s try to work things 

out.” 

 

Notice how this opens the door to a discussion, rather than to a confrontation. 

 

 

Assertiveness: How to communicate effectively with your partner 

 

Since communication is so important for you both on so many levels, why not try to 

improve your skills – to improve the relationship you have or will have in the future. 

Here are some useful suggestions to consider: 

 

1. Identify what the true message is that the person is sending.  How you receive and 

hear the message is most important. 

 

2. Ask questions to get clarification. Are you making valid interpretations of what is 

being said – or “reading” subjective intentions into what you are hearing? 

 

3. Take a few minutes to think about what you want to say.  Will your words belittle 

the other person?  Will you be inflicting emotional pain on the other person 

through your comments?  

 

4. Conflict is inevitable in all relationships, so you might as well learn how to fight 

fairly.  Fighting fair means you know what the issue is and both of you stay on 

topic.  Don’t bring any third parties into the argument (friends, grown children, 

relatives) to take sides and cause more strain.  Try not to interrupt each other 

when you speak or use blame or sarcasm. 

 

5. Everyone in a relationship will have conflict at some time or another.  What 

causes the most difficulty, is not knowing how to effectively argue or when to 

“agree to disagree” – and let the issue go. 

 

6. Remember to use “I” messages. Choose to say, “I disagree” rather than “You’re 

wrong.” 

 



When you are relaying your feelings you might say, “I feel upset when you don’t 

call me back.”  

 

Avoid “You” messages like, “You make me so angry every time you don’t call 

me back.” “You” statements put the person on the defensive and comes across as 

attacking. 

 

Understand the four components of the effective I-message: 

1. “I feel….” (fill in a feeling word like upset, angry, disappointed, hurt…) 

2. Explain what the person did to make you feel that way. (“I feel 

disappointed when you said you'll call and you didn't.”) 

3. “I want…” (“I want you to be someone I can trust with your word.”) 

4. “Because…” (Because that is the basis of a healthy relationship.”) 

 

7. Including an action plan makes things better, but is not always necessary.  It just 

clarifies your perspective.  “I feel upset when you don’t call me back because I 

trusted that you would. It’s important to me that you keep your word.  So the next 

time, please call me back, or do you have some other suggestions that would work 

better?” 

 

8. Become a good listener.  Be able to rephrase what you hear for clarity purposes. 

(“Are you telling me …. ?”  “So you’re saying that…”).   

 

9. Be aware of the difference between “the facts” and “my story”.  The facts are 

what was being said.  The story is how you interpret what was said.  For example, 

if your partner says, “You are wrong,” you may interpret that statement to mean 

they want to hurt you by making you feel stupid. In fact, they may just believe or 

have evidence that their perspective is the correct one. 

 

10. Do not interrupt the other person. Remain silent until there is a pause for you to 

speak. 

 

11. Resist the impulse to have the last word.  If you need to have the last word, you 

still haven’t mastered the communication lessons. 

 

12. Be attuned to the body language of your partner.  Is he withdrawing or becoming 

glassy-eyed? Then you know the dialogue has ceased.  Facial expressions provide 

additional insights into a person’s state of mind and true meaning of their 

messages. 

 



13.  If possible, bring out your sense of humor. Humor is a very effective way to 

diffuse a tense or difficult discussion. It also reflects your inner strength in seeing 

the lighter side of things. Self-deprecating humor, where you poke fun at yourself 

rather than the other person, is most effective when circumstances are 

challenging. There’s less chance of misinterpretation or hurt feelings when you 

make yourself the object of the fun. 

Using the Compliment Sandwich 

Dr. Lyle Becourtney is a licensed psychologist who specializes in the area of anger 

management. He says one of the most challenging facets of using assertive 

communication is to not make your partner angry or defensive.  

 “What makes this so difficult,” he notes, “is that most people do not like to be 

criticized.”  Telling your partner what they did wrong, what you do not like about their 

behavior, or how they hurt your feelings “can very easily trigger a negative reaction.” 

 

To improve your communication effectiveness and ease up potentially “charged” 

situations, Dr. Becourtney teaches a useful technique known as the Compliment 

Sandwich.  Here’s how it works. 

“The meat of the sandwich (your complaint, criticism, or concern) is surrounded by two 

pieces of bread (compliments or positive feedback).  In order to minimize defensiveness, 

you would begin with a compliment (the first piece of bread), then present the main 

message that you are trying to communicate (the meat), and then finish with another 

compliment (the second piece of bread). 

 

To illustrate, here is an example of the Compliment Sandwich: 

You have always been considerate of me and I really enjoy your company (first 

compliment/ positive feedback) 

 

So when you didn't call to say you'd be late on our last date, I was surprised and hurt . 

(critical feedback) 

 

I have always been able to count of you in the past and I know you'll be more careful 

about this in the future. (second compliment/positive feedback) 

”The Compliment Sandwich makes it possible for an important communication to  

be made in a non-hostile manner,” says Dr. Becourtney. “By opening and closing with  

positive feedback, a friendly tone was set and an important message was able to be 

conveyed.” Rather than aggressively attacking your partner and risking making matters 



worse (or bottle things up and become potentially explosive) this type of communication 

allows you to get things off your chest without putting anyone on the defensive. 

 

Dr. Becourtney offers a few key suggestions for using the Compliment Sandwich 

effectively:   

 It is essential that your praise be genuine.  As challenging as it may seem, you 

should be able to think of at least two things to say that are both complimentary 

and sincere.   
 Avoid overusing this technique so that your words do not appear to be contrived.  
 Make sure your compliments are related to the critical message that you are trying 

to convey.  In this way, the conversation flows smoothly and feels genuine.   

 

Most of what you say is nonverbal  

 

Statistics suggest that 70-90% of our communication is nonverbal.  Basically that means: 

what you say may be less important than how you say it.  

 

Try to maintain eye contact when you speak. Staring or glaring creates pressure and 

tension and is uncomfortable for the other person.  Avoid shifting your eyes.  Keep your 

posture open without crossing your arms and legs as this posture indicates you are closed 

off and disinterested.   

 

Be sure to align your nonverbal gestures with your words or people will be confused. The 

most important aspect of communication is to be sure that what you say is in agreement 

with how you are saying it. Keep the tone of your voice natural and expressive so you 

don’t sound monotone and angry. People tend to pay closer attention to what the whole 

body is showing than to what you are actually saying. 

 

To communicate well, make a mental check of your body gestures and movements to be 

sure you are sending the proper signals to the listener. 

 

Things to consider about your body language: 

 

1. Physical boundaries – do you sometimes overstep the physical space of another 

person? In other words, do you get in their face or sit too close? Physical space 

communicates many messages including intimacy, aggression, dominance and 

affection. 

 

2. Overall posture – are you aware of the signals others are sending with their stance 

and can you make the correct interpretation?  Are others able to decipher the 



messages of your physical presence? Pay attention to whether your posture is stiff, 

towering, slouched, hunched or twisted, as these can all be interpreted differently. 

 

3. Facial expressions – Is your face exhibiting your true emotions or is it just a facade 

you’re hiding behind? Understand that when you grit your teeth and say “I love you,” 

the words become meaningless. Consider these facial expressions when you 

communicate: narrowing eyes, pursing lips, raising eyebrows, flaring of nostrils, 

sticking out tongue and pouting and be aware of the messages they are sending. 

 

4. Voice – Is the tone, speed and volume of your voice accurately expressing just how 

you feel? Also consider your inflection (rising, falling) and pitch (high, medium and 

low). Tone of voice can indicate sarcasm, anger, affection or confidence. 

 

5. Gestures – Are your movements expressing anger, obscenities, warnings or 

friendliness? Some gestures to be aware of are clenched fist, shaking your finger, and 

pointing. 

 

6. Touch – Is your touch gentle or harsh, inviting or distancing? 

 

Be aware of these common mistakes about nonverbal communication: 

 

1. You can’t bluff your way through it.  Deliberately altering your body 

language can do more harm than good.  Others can detect a lie and will 

be confused by mixed messages. 

 

2. You may be accused based on body language alone.  Use verbal 

communication to give confirmation about the real message you are 

trying to convey. 

 

Learn to pay attention to body language and you will understand more of what another is 

trying to convey with less misinterpretation and confusion. Visual cues can be valuable 

gifts in communication with others. Start becoming more observant and you’ll discover 

you know more about how another person is feeling than you ever imagined. With that 

insight you can be more effective in finding ways to meet your own needs while also 

helping others get what they desire. 

 

Always aim for win/win solutions! 

 

Men and women use nonverbal signals differently.  For instance, women tend to smile, 

nod their head and make eye contact when communicating – and do it more frequently 



than men.  Women tend to stand closer to each other, face each other more often and 

touch more than men do with other men.  Why is it important to know these differences?  

Just to keep you aware that there are nonverbal gender differences and that you need to 

be conscious of your expectations.  Men and women who recognize and understand these 

differences are more apt to improve the effectiveness of their interpersonal 

communications. 

 

 

It doesn’t pay to complain 

 

We all complain about things. Complaining is human nature, and it can be cathartic 

because you sometimes feel better when you vent.  But constant complaining gets you 

nowhere.  All it does is reduce motivation, and maintain the flow of negativity.  The more 

you complain, the easier it gets and the more difficult it is to undo this habit.   

 

Complaining causes people to one-up each other.  Consequently, if someone can beat 

your complaint with their own saga, they will – and the cycle continues. Complaining just 

sets you up for more of the same and snowballs into feeling angrier and angrier. 

 

Complaining only has its place when it is constructive and solution-oriented.  Stop 

complaining as a habit pattern -- just to hear yourself speak.  Instead, offer ways to fix the 

problem, if possible, so that things get changed. At the very least, complain directly to 

someone who can get things done. 

 

While your complaint may seem justified, in actuality it is often just an extension of 

feelings based on circumstances from the past that you reacted to.  It’s all right to not like 

something, but to keep that thought lingering by rehashing it over and over again is 

useless.  More importantly, people around you will develop resentments and distance 

towards you.  Why instigate such ill-will and promote unnecessary hostility? 

 

 

 Quiz 

True or False 

 

[    ] 1. Body language includes eye contact, posture, hand gestures and stance. 

[    ] 2. When you use assertive communication skills, you are being honest, forthright 

and not overstepping someone else’s boundaries. 

[    ] 3. An I-message means you say “I feel (emotion), when you (behavior).” 

[    ] 4. Good listening involves restating what you heard and asking questions. 

[    ] 5. One benefit of assertive communication is getting your own way. 



[    ] 6. Communication is 93% nonverbal.    

 

(See answers below) 

Closing Thoughts 

Whether you are casually dating or involved in a relationship, you can’t avoid the need 

for excellent communication skills. They will serve you well during happy times and 

especially when challenges and complex interpersonal issues arise that need resolution. 

When having difficult conversations with relationship partners, family, friends, co-

workers, neighbors and others, remember to put yourself in their shoes before you talk. 

Even if you don’t agree, seeing the world from another’s perspective will keep you more 

understanding, compassionate and flexible in your communication. It will enable you to 

reach agreement or an acceptable outcome faster and with more mutually satisfactory 

results. 

Aim for win/win resolutions whenever possible. When everyone wins, no one loses – 

and that creates more harmony and the initiative toward more positive interactions in 

the future. 

We wish you great success in all your interpersonal communications. We also encourage 

you to keep this material handy as a reminder when issues start reaching a sensitive or 

uncomfortable level.  

You CAN be a caring, effective communicator. However, it does take practice. And you 

also need to be motivated in that direction. We hope we’ve given you the incentive 

along with the tools to better master your communication skills. Remember: we’re here 

to help you in any ways we can.  

You can reach us at: womendatingrescue@gmail.com. 

Sincere best wishes, 

Rosalind Sedacca, CCT & Amy Sherman, LMHC 

P.S.  Ready to dive into more advanced skills for dating smarter while having more fun? 

We invite you to check out our new Dating Rescue! 10-Module eCourse. It provides the 

answers to your most pressing questions about dating and relating, healthy 

relationships, where to meet the right kind of partners, danger signs to avoid and much, 

much more. Get all the details at: www.womendatingafter40.com/rescue.html 

 

mailto:womendatingrescue@gmail.com
http://www.womendatingafter40.com/rescue.html


Answers to quiz above: 1. T,  2. T,  3. T,  4. T,  5. F,  6. F 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


